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Human rights and equality?
Formal equality and substantive equality are two very different forms of 
equality. Formal equality does not recognize difference, whereas substantive 
equality takes sex, race, ethnicity etc. all into account. Substantive equality 
gives opportunity of outcome and may recognize different situations or 
circumstances, whereas formal equality applies one rule to fit all people so 
that does not allow for any diversity.

In practice equality of opportunity is a permissive interpretation of the 
concept of equality and non-discrimination, allowing individuals from 
traditionally disadvantaged groups to receive special education or training, or 
encouraging them to apply for certain jobs. Equality of opportunity recognises 
the shallow nature of formal equality and injects a substantive element into 
its framework. 

In WASH these may lead to purely instrumentalist approaches i.e distribution 
of services . They do not transform lived realities of stigma and discrimination.
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Human rights, equality and non discrimination

It has been suggested that equality as a stand-alone principle has little impact on 
combating substantive disadvantage.

In a human rights based approach, equality becomes the vessel for the delivery of 
more enriching value-laden principles. This approach is based on dignity, and is meant 
to reflect the universality, indivisibility, and inter-relatedness of all human rights, as 
understood in present-day interpretations. It proffers a theoretical distinction between 
treating people equally in the distribution of resources and treating them as equals, 
which suggests a right to equal concern, dignity and respect.

The human rights based approach of ‘treatment as an equal not equal treatment’ 
provides an excellent philosophical maxim by which equality and non-discrimination 
can be translated into meaningful legal and policy instruments. With such philosophical 
basis in place, equality can regain its role as a central pillar of the human rights 
discourse and break down any artificial barriers which uphold the idea that equality 
and non-discrimination are anything other than inherent, fundamental and indivisible 
to human rights. 
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Equality & Non Discrimination

Corollary: Proactive steps to respect difference, give voice, listen, make 
heard in order to correct historic injustice. This does more than 
distribute benefits– it transforms lives. 
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The female lifecycle
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Exclusion in WASH: Transgender voices
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Aerial view of the Action Summit, Mumbai, November 2016
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Kinnar Maa Film 
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*Kinnar Maa works in partnership with WSSCC in India



WASH as a entry point, not an end in itself

➢ Rights are interconnected, inalienable and universal. 

➢ So are the Sustainable Development Goals!

➢ Rights to entitlement/ services may not help dignity or equality

➢ WASH sector may in fact perpetuate inequalities while ensuring
services

➢ WASH as a daily, non controversial human demand is the most
powerful entry point for dignity, respect, equality

➢ Potential to transform the unheard, unseen, visibly stigmatised
as leaders of change,

➢ And partners in development

We need to redefine our goals and success criteria beyond ODF, 
hand washing and elimination of diarrhoeal disease!
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THANK YOU
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